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It’s (Almost) All About the Money Now!
by Kurt Willcox, Chief Bargaining Delegate

President
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After nearly seven months of bargaining and countless disputes over
issues big and small, we’re finally talking primarily about money. And
guess what? OUS says they don’t have enough money.
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● To make the improvements our members have said they want.
● To match the settlement DAS workers reached with the state.
● To lift about 1,500 OUS workers above the food stamp eligibility
level for a family of four.
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OUS did put more money on the table last week in Klamath Falls. They’re
now willing to provide us with:
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● The same level of health insurance benefits we have
currently. Employees will still pay 5% of the premium. The low-wage
subsidy will remain intact.
● The same COLA increases the DAS workers received. OUS
is now offering 1.5% on 12/1/2013 and 2.0% on 12/1/2014.
But OUS says that means they can’t afford to provide us with:
● Our regular step increases. They want to cut the amount we
currently receive for steps in half. This would also double the time it takes
to reach the top of any salary range. And they want to cut the merit pay
increases in the IT Compensation Plan in half, too.
● A $2,500/month living wage floor. OUS has said for months
that they’d be willing to do this, but they abruptly withdrew that offer last
week, even though 1/3 of OUS employees make under $30,000 per year.
OUS is also unwilling to reimburse employees with domestic
partners for the extra taxes they pay as a result of covering their partner;
establish an early retirement incentive program; fund more than a
handful of selective salary adjustments and wage differentials; or bring
parity to the top end of the IT salary ranges.
It is now clear that OUS will not put enough money on the
table to reach a fair contract settlement unless they are forced to.
We can either accept that fact or create the pressure needed to
get OUS to spend their money on us, instead of on the things
they’d rather use it for.
We’ve got 30 days to make that happen. The way we can create
that pressure is by preparing to strike – signing a strike pledge,
attending the rally at Johnson Hall (8/29), taking part in the TeleTown Hall (9/5), and voting to authorize a strike (9/10 & 11).
We didn’t push back hard enough two years ago and ended up
with a substandard contract. Please join me in making sure that
doesn’t happen again!
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Celebrate Labor Day with a SPLASH!
Lane County union members will
be celebrating Labor Day on
Monday, September 2 from 12 – 4
pm at the Lively Park Picnic
Shelters behind the Splash! Swim
Center, 6100 Thurston Road in
Springfield.
The
event
is
sponsored by the Lane County
Labor Council and the EugeneSpringfield
Solidarity
Network
(ESSN).
All union members and their families
are invited to attend. Hamburgers,

veggie burgers, water, and soft
drinks will be provided. Please bring
a side dish or dessert to share.
Splash! will be open. There will be
games for the children. Meet
members from other unions. Talk to
local elected officials.
Celebrate
importance
us tell our
struggle to
OUS.

the holiday and the
of labor unions. And help
labor friends about our
win a fair contract from

Governor Appoints SEIU Members to HECC
and Institutional Boards
On August 19, Governor Kitzhaber
announced the names of the people he’s
appointing to several new higher education
boards that were authorized by the Oregon
Legislature. These include the Higher Education
Coordinating Commission (HECC) and Boards of
Trustees for the UO, OSU, and PSU. Each board
will have 14 members, including representatives
from
students,
faculty,
and
“non-faculty
employees.”
The governor appointed SEIU members to
each of the four “non-faculty employee”
positions. He also chose to give the faculty and
“non-faculty employee” representatives on each
Board of Trustees full voting rights. All
appointees must be confirmed by the State
Senate next month before beginning to serve.
HECC: Rob Fullmer (PSU). Rob is a current
member of our SEIU Bargaining Team.
The HECC will oversee Oregon’s 8 public
universities, 17 community colleges, and 67
private for-profit and independent colleges and
universities. That includes more than 380,000
students and $835 million in state general fund
appropriations. The HECC will allocate that

funding to the schools and to financial aid;
approve new college and university programs;
regulate private career schools; and develop
policies to implement the state’s 40-40-20
educational goal.
UO Board of Trustees: Kurt Willcox
OSU Board of Trustees: Mark Baldwin
PSU Board of Trustees: Erica Bestpich
The university boards will be charged with
overseeing their respective institutions and will
have the authority to hire/fire the President,
issue bonds, set tuition rates subject to HECC
and legislative review, and operate as legal
entities. They will be responsible for supporting
initiatives that help Oregon students earn postsecondary degrees at an affordable price. And
they will be asked to promote excellence in
teaching, research, and community service.
Once confirmed by the State Senate, the
institutional boards may begin meeting, getting
to know each other, and learning more about
their
universities.
Their
actual
oversight
authority, however, won’t kick in until July 2014.
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Yes, You Too Can Strike!
With our Bargaining Team forced to declare impasse by the still unacceptable offer from
OUS, we are closer to an actual strike than we have been in nearly two decades. Our last
strike, in 1995, was forced by OUS proposals that were not fair to workers. That strike lasted a
matter of days, less than a week, I think, and resulted in OUS making an acceptable offer that
got us back to work with a fair Contract. I would like to think that it also included a bit of
respect.
This time, the blatantly unfair stance taken by OUS all year has thrown the respect issue
out the window. They have made it clear that the noises we hear about our services being
valued are just so much hot air. The Bargaining Team, backed by Member voices, have
succeeded in getting OUS to back off taking away Union rights, and have edged them closer to
a fair economic offer.
Not close enough. The OUS bargaining team is claiming that they don't have the money
to fund, among other things, a living wage floor so that all workers are above the poverty line.
This is a laughable claim considering the magic money they found to give Administrators and
Officers of Administration raises, quite generous ones in many cases.
Maybe their team isn't aware of the facts of OUS funding. Or maybe they think we are
not paying attention. Or worse, maybe they think we can be fooled again.
I don't think so.
Sometimes a strike is necessary to show the power of our Solidarity. To state that we
don't strike simply out of desperation, but through a real need to show our Unity. That we want
not only fair economics, but real respect. We strike not only for our own future, but the future
of our children and grandchildren. In this time of sustained assault on workers and the middle
class, we strike for the future of our Country.
Some would say, "I can't afford to strike." Pause. Think about that. If you have to say
that, then you should be saying, "I can't afford to not strike." You deserve a living wage. It
won't be handed to you by The Management. Really. The only thing that will get us there is by
making a stand on the Line.
It is true that a few days without pay would put hardship on some of our members. This
fact alone is reason enough to strike. It is why the Strike Hardship Fund Committee raises
money for the Fund. This money is available to those who participate in Strike activities. The
application is simple and is processed by the Committee. Funds are distributed once the Strike
is over, or at interim times should the strike be prolonged, and can help make ends meet. Our
Local 085 Fund stands at $11,399.33 as of the August Executive Committee meeting. We also
have access to the SEIU State Hardship Fund, which is on the order of six figures, and National
Funds.
In short, while these Funds won't replace wages, your Union will help cover you so you
don't lose your house or have creditors at your door. That's Solidarity. That's the Union.
We are In It Together.
~ Chuck Theobald, Local 085 Secretary & Strike Hardship Fund Chairman
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Rally at Oregon Institute
of Technology, Klamath
Falls, August 22
UO’s own Lisa Sieracki
(standing) is the second
from right.
Lisa is on a 6-week release
from work to helps us
prepare for a possible
strike.

What’s Next in Negotiations and Strike Preparations?
Aug 16

SEIU declares impasse in bargaining

Aug 23

SEIU and OUS exchange “Final Offers” and cost estimates
30-Day Cooling Off Period begins
Strike Pledge signature gathering continues

Sep 5

SEIU Tele-Town Hall (6:30-7:30 pm): Telephone conference call to provide up-to-date
bargaining information, an opportunity for questions, and feedback polling to help SEIU
Bargaining Team understand member preferences. Automatic phone call to your home;
you choose to take the call or not. Make sure SEIU has your current phone number.

Sep 10

Strike Authorization Vote and Bargaining Status Presentations – 150 Columbia
(11:30 am – 6 :30 pm): Vote on whether to accept OUS’s “Final Offer” and whether to
authorize the SEIU Bargaining Team to call a strike. Absentee ballot requests must be
submitted by 9/4. Opportunity for questions & answers. ONLY UNION MEMBERS CAN
VOTE!

Sep 11

UO Local Meeting – EMU Ben Linder Room (12-1 pm): Another opportunity to get
information and ask questions about negotiations. Strike Authorization Vote Polls
Open 11:30 am—1:00 pm
Strike Authorization Vote and Bargaining Status Presentations – 150 Columbia
(4 pm – 10:30 pm): Voting and presentations continue.

Sep 13/14

SEIU-OUS Bargaining Session with State Mediator at Oregon State

Sep 23

First day SEIU could conduct a strike. First day OUS could impose all or part
of its “Final Offer” on us. This does not mean either action would definitely happen
that day. Our goal is to reach a fair settlement.

Note: The only currently-scheduled bargaining session is on September 13 and 14. There could be another one after that date depending on what happens. If we move toward a strike, there will be lots of
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University of Oregon Fundraising Tops $200 Million
Part of Press Release from the UO — Aug.19, 2013
Giving to the University of Oregon surpassed the $200 million mark during fiscal 2012–13, a
banner year highlighted by a large increase in gift commitments providing student, faculty and research
support. Individuals, companies and foundations contributed 41,460 gifts and pledges helping propel the
university’s endowment to a record level.
“I am grateful to our alumni and friends whose commitment to the University of Oregon is
unwavering, and whose generosity will advance and affirm our institution’s position as a top-tier
research university,” said UO President Michael Gottfredson. “I'm delighted to see this reflected in such
strong growth in support of our students, faculty and research.”
“The increase in giving to many areas of the university is a result of matching the needs of the
institution with the desires of our supporters,” said Michael Andreasen, vice president of advancement.
“This extraordinary support from University of Oregon alumni and friends all over the world is a
testament to the generosity and enthusiasm that has always defined us as Ducks.”
The $200,054,995 in contributions supports students, scholarships, athletics, capital
infrastructure, faculty and research, and represents the second highest one-year giving total in UO
history.

OUS Tells Low-Wage Workers: We Can’t Help You!
As part of its “Final Offer”, OUS last week dropped its long-standing support for a living wage
floor of $2,500 per month. OUS said it can’t provide the current level of health insurance, eliminate furlough days, and match the recent DAS workers’ settlement on COLAs and still provide full step increases
or bring up the wages of our lowest-paid co-workers.
It’s clear that OUS has a lot of low-wage employees. Fully 35% of the 1,600+ classified
workers at the UO and 1/3 of all OUS classified workers currently make less than $30,000 per year.
Three years ago, using the latest data available, the state Department of Human Services found that
Oregon State University was among the 15 employers in the state with the largest number of employees
on food stamps – just behind Taco Bell, Burger King, Dollar Tree, and Dairy Queen. So, OUS’s decision to
stop supporting a living wage floor is definitely a harsh blow for our low-wage co-workers.
Who at the UO is making less than $2,500 per month? People in a wide range of classifications, including many Office Assistants, Office Specialist 1’s, Library Tech 1’s, Medical Aides, Grounds
Maintenance Worker 1’s, Trades Maintenance Worker 1’s, Custodians, Custodial Service Coordinators,
Cook 1’s, Food Service Worker 1’s, 2’s, and 3’s, Cashier 1’s and 2’s, Laborer 1’s and 2’s, Payroll Assistants, Laboratory Aides, Laboratory Assistants, Laboratory Animal Tech 1’s and 2’s, and Early Childhood
Assistants.
Back in March, after our union had proposed a living wage floor, OUS expressed both
interest and concern over the concept. They said they were worried that increasing wage rates
“would result in the loss of other valuable assistance, such as food stamp eligibility, or housing and child
care subsidies. We’re concerned,” they noted, “that by doing the right thing our employees may lose so
much more in the end.”
But now it’s clear that OUS has much less interest in doing the right thing. It’s far more
concerned about holding the line on classified employee compensation.
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Half-Steps in the Wrong Direction
Over the past four years, while Oregon’s economy was in the tank, we
accepted both a freeze on step increases and six-month delays in receiving our step
increases. Now that the economy is recovering, OUS is proposing something even
worse. They want us to cut our steps in half!
Steps, which have been a regular part of our contract for decades, average
about 4.75% each. For many employees that means that each year, in addition to a
COLA (cost of living adjustment), which is supposed to account for inflation, you
should receive a 4.75% step increase, if you perform satisfactorily. And these
increases will continue until you reach the top of the salary schedule. So, if you start
out at Step 1, it currently takes you 9 years to top out.
OUS says they can’t afford to provide regular 4.75% steps over the
next two years. They’re willing to give us two steps, but OUS wants them to
be half-steps. That means each step would be only 2.375%. That’s like
having one full step spread over two years. But this approach also means
that it would now take a person starting at Step 1 a total of 18 years to
reach the top of the salary schedule. 18 YEARS! There’s no way we can agree
to that!!
For IT workers, the situation is just as bad. That group includes
Operations Specialists, Equipment Systems Specialists, Information Technology
Consultants, Operating Systems/Network Analysts, and Analyst Programmers.
Workers in these classifications have a separate compensation plan that
doesn’t include an actual series of steps. However, if they perform satisfactorily, IT
workers too are eligible for annual increases. Those who are below a certain point in
the salary range receive annual increases of 4.75% - just like a step. Beyond that
point, annual increases amount to 2%. But if an IT worker “consistently exceeds
standards”, he/she is currently eligible for annual increases ranging from 3.0% 7.25%. This “merit pay system” is intended to make OUS more competitive in its
efforts to attract and retain qualified IT workers.
Apparently, OUS is no longer interested in attracting or retaining top-notch IT
workers, because they are proposing to cut their annual increases in half right along
with everyone else’s. OUS’s “Final Offer” says that annual increases for those
“meeting standards” would be 2.375% below the control point and 1%
above it. For those “consistently exceeding standards”, annual increases
would range from 1.5% - 3.625%. There’s no way we can agree to this
either!
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2013 EUGENE CELEBRATION
The Eugene Celebration Parade once again featured an entry by the Eugene-Springfield Solidarity Network (ESSN, http://solidaritynetwork.org/), a group bringing together all local Unions and groups that
support jobs with justice and labor. Members of our Local 085 joined with members of the Graduate
Teaching Fellows Federation (GTFF), Unite Academics (UA), American Federation of State County and
Municipal Employees (AFSCME), United Food and Commercial Workers (UCFW), Amalgamated Transit
Union (ATU), American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) and
Health Care for All Oregon (HCAO) to march in a singing, chanting and well-received band of sisters and
brothers. The Occupy Medical bus was with us also.
The crowd was appreciative of the diverse groups and the message that we all support Health Care as a
human right. We began and ended the parade with the inspiring refrains of "Solidarity Forever". It was
personally uplifting to me to be marching along with a couple dozen fellow Unionists and supporters..
~Chuck Theobald
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A Message from our Chief CAT, Lois Yoshishige
Bargaining time is when we as classified employees get to take a
stand for our wages, benefits and working conditions.
In mid-June I got to be part of SEIU 503's Flying Squadron, a group of
32 classified employees who went off the job for 2 weeks to work for
the union. The Department of Administrative Services (State workers)
was in bargaining and the Flying Squadron was there to promote
worksite actions all over the state! For 2 weeks, we rode in a blue bus
to LaPine, Klamath Falls, Ashland, Grants Pass, Eugene, Salem and
Portland doing 3 to 5 actions a day. Our purpose was to encourage
workers to organize their own actions as they moved toward
the end of their bargaining timeline.
We only did actions that were welcomed by a contact person in the
work site: sometimes friendly actions such as greeting workers with
coffee and doughnuts in the morning as they showed up to work; or
picketing through cubicle hallways doing whisper chants as some of
the workers joined us on break and others worked. We also did a rally
with timed unfurling of banners from the 2nd floor into the lobby of a
state office building. This “banner drop” caused wild cheering and
chanting from the 300 people in attendance. After our actions, we
heard reports from field reps in the area that our actions encouraged
workers to show up to bargaining meetings and sign the strike pledge
petition. I was told by a Flying Squadron member after the State
workers won their Tentative Agreement that the Flying Squadron
helped them keep the medical insurance premium at 5%.
In our current contract negotiations, it is so important to keep fighting
to get the contract we want! We cannot settle for having steps cut in
half! We do the work that keeps this university running! We should
not have to be struggling next year to make ends meet; worrying if
we can pay our medical expenses or rent or food. We get to be proud
that the work we do makes this university great! We get to expect to
be treated with respect!
I love worksite actions! We need many of them during this important
time in bargaining! If anyone wants to organize one in their area, let
me know and we'll get something going! Email me at
loisy085@comcast.net or call me at (541) 346-1251.
In solidarity,
Lois
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Contact your Steward
John Ahlen
International Affairs, 6-1422
Mike Allman
OIMB, (541) 888-2581
John Anthony
Campus Operations, 6-1527
Lucas Brown
Housing, 6-4641
Johnny Earl
Campus Operations, 6-2294
Elizabeth Hahn
Housing, 6-4214
Shawn Holliday
Campus Operations, 6-2303
John Jackson
Campus Operations, 6-2188
James Jacobson
Campus Operations, 6-2015
Gary Malone
Campus Operations, 6-2215
Carla McNelly, Chief Steward
Undergraduate Studies, 6-1229
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Representing Union Members
Have a Work Problem?
Call the SEIU Local 503
Member Resource Center
1-877-798-0008 (Toll Free)
Staffed by trained organizers
8am-5pm, M-F
Call the Local 085 Steward Message Line
6-0321
Leave a name, number & the issue.
We’ll call you back.

Check out what our Local SEIU members are
doing around the city and state at:
www.local085.seiu503.org and find relevant
information on many topics
(i.e., calendar, political action, benefits,
etc.).

Regular Days of Meetings
CAT Meetings - 1st Wednesday
Local Meetings - 2nd Wednesday
Stewards Council - 3rd Wednesday
Executive Committee - 4th Wednesday
“If this discussion could in any way lead to my

Chuck Theobald
Lewis Neuroimaging, 6-0343
Theo Ko Thompson
Admissions, 6-1301
Kirk Wilcox
Campus Operations, 6-2188
Candace Woyak
Campus Operations, 6-2272
Lois Yoshishige
Business Affairs, 6-1251

What You Can Say
“If this discussion could in any way lead to my being disciplined
or terminated, or affect my personal working conditions, I
respectfully request that my union representative or steward be
present at this meeting. If I am denied my right to have a
union representative present, I will refuse to answer accusatory
questions and any questions I believe may lead to discipline.”
Weingarten Rights Statement
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Preparing Ourselves for a Possible OUS Strike
Q: What statewide SEIU 503 resources will be available to members if there is a
strike?
A: Each month, 50 cents per dues-paying member and fair-share fee payer is placed in a
Strike and Job Protection Fund with 30 cents of that allotted solely to pay benefits in the
event of a strike by any SEIU-represented workers in Oregon.
At its May 2013 meeting, our SEIU 503 Board of Directors allocated $1.5 million into the
Strike Benefit Account and $500,000 into the statewide Hardship Account to prepare for
possible strikes by OUS, DAS, Home Care, and other state workers.
If there is an OUS strike, the Strike Benefit Account will be used to pay a weekly stipend to striking members based on eligibility criteria established by our statewide Hardship
Committee. In accordance with our union’s Administrative Policies and Procedures, strike stipends of $225 per week will commence after the seventh day of a strike.
The Hardship Account will be used to provide individual assistance to members who
are facing particular hardship as a result of loss of income from participating in a strike. For
example, in the past, members who were on the verge of being evicted, losing their homes, or
having essential utilities discontinued received assistance.
Q: Are there any local union resources available?
A: Yes. In addition to the statewide Hardship Account, our UO Local 085 has its own Strike
and Hardship Fund that will assist particularly needy UO members during any strike. Our
elected Strike and Hardship Fund Committee members have held several fund-raisers this year
to increase the size of the fund, including bake sales, special events at Track Town Pizza and
Papa’s Pizza, and the current UO Quilt Raffle (see picture and story on page 12).

Visit Local 085’s new website and Facebook page
for all the latest information and pictures:
local085.seiu503.org
www.facebook.com/pages/SEIU-Local-503-Sub-local085/373874512681049
and check out the awesome work being done by our new
webmasters extraordinaire— Brittany Brown & Eryn Cangi!!!
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Quilt Raffle To Build Your Strike Hardship
Fund
The Quilt Raffle is moving along quite well, with members and supporters
buying into the chance to win a quilt donated by Anne Wadley (a Classified
Staff Member from Southern Oregon University). We have sold well over a
hundred tickets, with over $300 so far in deposits to the Fund account. This
brings our Strike Hardship Fund to $11,399.33.
We are planning another Table Day at the Heart of Campus (13th and
University) for Tuesday, September 3, from 10:00 until 4:00. We'd
love you to drop by, admire the quilt and pick up a ticket or three ($2 for
one, three for $5).
Tickets will also be available at the regular Local Meeting on September
11th.
Alternatively, tickets are available from any Committee member: Chuck
Theobald, 346-0343; Beth Singler, 346-3040; Dorothy Attneave, 346-2217;
Brittany Brown, 346-3077; and Linda Sappington, 346-4602.
We would also like more members to help staff the table on September 3. If
you would like to volunteer for a 1/2 hour or hour shift contact Dorothy
Attneave, (346-2271, attneave@uoregon.edu).
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OUS Offers Bad Deal for Temporary Workers, Too
For years, we have struggled with the problem of Oregon
universities hiring temporary workers to do work that should be
performed by regular, SEIU-represented employees – and in some
cases keeping the temporaries on longer than the allotted six months.
Oregon labor law actually provides a remedy for this problem; it says
unions can organize the temporary workers, win an election, and bring
these workers into their existing bargaining unit. So that’s what SEIU
503 did this year.
In April, after several months of organizing, our union filed for an
election to represent about 300 temporary workers at the seven OUS
universities. This was the only time the law allowed us to file a petition
to represent these workers. We overwhelmingly won the subsequent
election and were finally certified to represent the temporary workers
on July 22. We immediately requested that OUS bargain with us over
which parts of our contract will apply to the temporaries. Last week in
Klamath Falls, OUS agreed to do so.
Not surprisingly, OUS has a much narrower view than we do of
the rights and benefits that should be available to temporary workers.
For example, in their “Final Offer”, OUS proposes that temporary
workers have no access to health insurance, sick leave, holidays,
personal leave, daily overtime, differential pay, or standby, recall, and
penalty pay. OUS is also proposing that temporary IT workers not be
covered by the IT compensation plan. And they don’t want the
Inappropriate Workplace Conduct agreement that addresses “bully
boss” behavior to apply to temporary workers.
We’ll try to reach agreement with OUS on temporary worker
rights and benefits when we bargain again on September 13 and 14.

